
Our company is hiring for a leader, operations. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for leader, operations

Promoting EHS policy, implement the EHS management system and ensure
continual improvement of EHS performance in day-to-day operations
Utilize personnel and equipment in the Operations area to meet production
objective at the highest quality and service at the lowest possible cost
Maintain an ongoing knowledge of manufacturing processes, operations and
quality standards to help ensure the utilization of the best production
methods and meeting of quality specifications
Process store-to-store transfers, RTV’s and company initiated merchandise
claims
Participate in product knowledge training and be ready to assist customers
on the sales floor
Clear communication through directing on-floor work assignments,
operational tasks, leading & communicating company objectives to
associates, and providing on-floor training of all associates
Uphold company standards for merchandise presentation of the best apparel
and footwear brands in sporting goods
Demonstrated knowledge of maintenance to include predictive/preventive
Basics of sales function as it relates to plant sales optimization
Excellent writing skill -- examples may include, but are not limited to,
composing performance reviews, corresponding with corporate leadership,
and composing venture summaries
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Take pride in self and fellow employees of the company
Hands-on experience of improvement projects (System CIPs, Shainin projects,
Kaizen activities )
A minimum of an Associate's Degree in an engineering or math related
technical field is preferred
Previous experience managing a represented workforce is preferred but not
required
2 years of experience in manufacturing, preferably in vaccines or
pharmaceutical industries
This individual must be customer oriented and willing to help people


